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Foreword

The concept of a deep space tracking station in Earth orbit has been of interest for
many years. With the advent of the Space Transportation System (STS) and its capability
to economically boost large payloads into orbit, it becomes practical to seriously craside ►
such an orbiting station. The technical feasibility of an orbiting Deep Space Relay Station
(ODSRS) was demonstrated in a 1977 study sponsored by NASA OSTDS. The present
study (1978) had broader objectives, including ::n evaluation of the deep space communi-
cations requirements in the post-1985 time Irame, a conceptual design of an ODSRS
system, and an implementation plan with schedule and cost estimates —id new technol-
ogy :equtren ►ents. This study was jointly sponsored by NASA OSS, OAST, and OSTDS.

Volume I of this report presents the deep space tracking and cunimunicatiuns require-
ments for 1985 . 2000. Volume 11 describes the ODSRS conceptual design and provides
the baseline for implementation cost and schedule estimates. Volume III is an i ►nplemen-
tation plan for an ODSRS, including a cumpaiison of the ODSRS life cycle costs to other
configuration options fur meeting communications requiremcnt^, in 1985-2000,
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Abstract
This three volume report describes the deep spare communications reguirenrents of

the post-1985 time frame and presents the Orbiting Deep Space Relay Station (ODSRSI
` as an option for meeting these requirements, It is concluded that, under current conch-

tiom, the ODSRS is not yet cost competrtm with Earth based stations to ;ncrease DSN
telemetry pertorinance. It Is also concluded that the ODSRS has significant advantages
over a ground station, and these are sufficient to mauttJln It Js J WIUIC option. T` ese

advantages Include the ability it) track a spacecraft 24 hours per day with ground stations
located mly in the USA, the ability to operate at higher frequencies that would he
Jttew ,led by Earth's atmosphere, and the ixrtential tm building very Litge structures
without the constraints of Earth's g;avrty. Future technology development to reduce the
cost of the ODSRS and orbital operations and a need for its unique capabilities are
expected to make the ODSRS attractive for Implementation as an element of the long-
term future DSN.
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I. ODSRS Implementation

a

This volume defines the programmatic activity that would
be required from the time the decision was made to implement
an Orbiting Deep Space Relay Station (ODSRS) until it be-
came an operational part of the Deep Space Network (DSN).
Included is a discussion of the conditions that would exist
before the ODSRS became an attractive candidate to meet
future tracking and communications requirements; a cost and
schedule plan; a description of the required interfaces between
the ODSRS, the DSN, and the Mission Operations System
(MOS), and an assessment of the new technology develop-
ments required to enable this ODSRS design.

A. Conditions for Considering an ODSRS

The ODSRS, as a means of achieving tracking and commu-
nications functions that can be performed by existing ground
stations, is not currently a cost competitive option.

There is, however, the possibility of changes in existing
conditions that would make the ODSRS an attractive option
or even the only means of meeting a future space mission
requirement. Some of the potential future developments that
would argue for a reevaluation of the ODSRS are the fol-
lowing:

I. Loss of ground stations in Australia, Spain, or both. The
United States deep space exploration program requires occa.
sional 24 hour per day tracking of most of its missions for

periods ranging from a day or so to many months. This is
usually during planned high activity periods, such as orbit in.
sertion and operations or during spacecraft emergencies. If one
of the overseas sites were lost, the capability for 24 hour a day
tracking would cease to exist. One possibility is to design
missions such that 24 hour a day tracking would never be
required. This would imply a highly autonomous spacecraft,
with high activity operations requiring real time telemetry to
be precisely planned and timed to occur over Goldstone. This
seems like a severe constraint, especially to telemetry, since
the timing of valuable science data near a target planet can
likely not be predicted with certainty. On-board recording
could handle part of this problem, but the uncertainty in
timing of critical data would mean that a large quantity of
non-critical data would also have to be recorded. This could
drive data storage capacity beyond, reasonable limits. Some
missions may require real time or stored telemetry data trans-
mission periods that exceed the length of a Goldstone pass.
The ODSRS could solve this problem, since it would provide
24 hour a day tracking of the target spacecraft for critical
operations.

The ODSRS would not provide 24 hour command capa-
bility for emergencies if one of the overseas sites was lost,
since there is no ODSRS-to-SAC transmitter. It would allow 24
hour telemetry coverage for failure analyses, but would require
commanding to occur over an existing ground station.
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Another problem that would exist if one or more of the
overseas sites were lost is the inability to acquire 2. or 3-way
navigation data from a spacecraft whose round trip light time
was more than the length of a Goldstone Station pass. With
the ODSRS, the ground station at Goldstone could transmit to
the S/C, and the ODSRS could relay the returned signal from
the S/C to the Goldstone ground station after the ground
station had lost direct visibility of the S/C.

2. Lass of S- or X-band deep space communications fre-
quencies. The S- and X-Band portion of the spectrum is
becoming more crowded, and there Is increasing competition
for frequency allocations. It is possible that future events
could cause the loss of S- or X-Band for deep space communi-
cations use. This could oca ur due to new international agree.
ments, or due to violation of existing agreements by non.
complying nations. A contingency plan should exist for this
possibility. The ODSRS provides the capability for the use of
higher frequencies that would be subject to degradation by
weather and the Earth's atmosphere and would thus be un-
acceptable for ground station use.

3. Precision navigation of a S/C probing into or passing
behind the sun. As detailed analyses of solar probes and other
solar missions proceed, it is possible that the effects of solar
plasma on S- and X-Band radiometric data cannot be ade-
quately removed to provide the required navigation precision.
The use of higher frequencies that are less susceptible to solar
perturbations is a potential solution. Again the higher fre.
quency capability of the ODSRS would enable this solution.

4. Significant increases in yearly operations costs of ground
stations. The major factor driving the life cycle cost of the
ODSRS is its high implementation cost. Its yearly operations
cost is expected to be significantly less than for all existing
ground station. If ground station operations costs increase
dramatically, the ODSRS may become a viable option. Note
that at least one ground station would have to be maintained,
probably at Goldstone, to have command and two-way naviga.
tion capability.

S. Significant decrease in ODSRS implementation cost.
New technology developments may significantly reduce the
cost of building and launching an ODSRS.

6. Dramatic increase in the value of ODSRS peculiar radio-
metric data. Future developments may place a premium on a
type of radiometric data that is enabled or enhanced by an
ODSRS, and cannot be obtained by using a ground based sta.

lion. Some examples of radiometric data that may be en-
hanced by an ODSRS are:

a. AVLU1. For mapping natural radio sources, the ODSRS
provides a longer baseline, and hence a potential for more
accuracy.

b. 71vo-Station differenced doppler data. For some mis-
sions, such as V01R, there is a tracking degeneracy that is
resolved by using two widely separated Earth stations and
using the "differenced" data between them. The wider the
station separation or baseline, the more accurate this tech-
nique is. An ODSRS at 6,6 Earth radii would provide a signif-
icantly longer baseline than any two ground stations. Note
that the ODSRS location would need to be known to I in in 3
axes for this advantage to hold.

c. Gravity wave detection. A major error source for this
experiment will be the Earth's troposphere and ionosphere.
The ODSRS appears to be a potentially useful tool for detect.
ing data above the troposphere and ionosphere and helping to
reduce this error source.

d. Existing radlo science experiments. Experiments such as
relativity and planetary occultations that are currently carried
out by ground stations are perturbed by the Earth's tropo.
sphere and ionosphere. Detecting data above these distur.
bances could improve the quality of these experiments.

e. Farfreld calibrations. Radio science requirements place
extremely tight requirements on the entire communication
system. An important element of meeting these requirements
is testing and calibration. The ODSRS would provide a tool for
far-field calibration that would allow more accurate ranging,
timing, polarization, gain, and pattern calibration.

f. Troposphere/ionosphere/atmosphere calibrations. With a
two-way link to the ODSRS and the use of higher frequencies
than S- and X-Band, there is the possibility to study the varia-
tions and general characteristics of the Earth's troposphere,
ionosphere and atmosphere and their effects on radio signals.

g. Relativity experiments with SIC behind sun. The use of
32 Gliz should significantly improve this experiment by mini-
mizing the effect of the solar corona on the data.

h. dlultilateration. Synchronized range and range rate data
from several receiving stati• .s can be used to estimate space.
craft position accurately. This technique is enhanced by long
baselines, such as the ODSRS would provide.
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B. ODSRS Schedule and Cost Plan

A major goal of the ODSRS study was to develop a cost
estimate for the implementation and operation of an ODSRS
so that it could be compared to other system options. A sched.
tile was needed to develop the cost plan and to define the
events and lead times necessary if a future decision was made
to implement an ODSRS. This section describes the approach
and assumptions used in developing the schedule and cost
plans, presents the results along with an estimate of then .,,-
certainty, and discusses the sensitivity of the total Project cost
to a major error or change in one of its elements.

1. Study approach. The approach used in developing the
ODSRS schedule and cost plans was to break the project down
Into clearly defincable systems, evaluate the schedule and cost
for each system, then combine the results. This enabled the
results to be presented in such a way that a future change in a
significant assumption could be evaluated for its effect on the
cost of the affected system, and this change could then be
evaluated for its effect on the total ODSRS Project cost..Seven
major systems are defined as follows:

(1) ODSRS-peculiar new technology developments.

(2) ODSRS subsystem hardware and software design, fabri.
cation, and pre-launch test, and operations.

(3) ODSRS program management, mission design, system
design, and pre-launch integration, test and operations,

(4) ODSRS ground support stations design, fabrication,
test and integration,

(5) Shuttle and shuttle related orbital operations,

(6) Post-launch ODSRS ground operations to support oi-
bital assembly, alignment, test and integration,

(7) ODSRS control center and ground station operations
and maintenance.

Schedule and cost estimates were made for each of these
seven systems as follows:

(1) When schedule and cost data was available, estimates
for each subsystem element of the system were ob.
tained from the subsystem engineers, and these were
combined into a total system estimate

(2) When cost data was not available, estimates were made
for each element of the system based on thejudgnrent
of the team members. The source and uncertainty of
the data used to develop each estimate is leftned in
Section 3, Results:

(3) JPL cost model estimates were made for the elements
of the ODSRS for which they were applicable. These

were compared to the subsystem based estimates for
validation. In sonic cases, the cost model output was
used as the cost data baseline.

(4) These raw cost estimates were all made in FY 78 dol-
lars. They can be inflated as required for a given launch
date.

2. Assumptions. The following assumptions were made for
developing the ODSRS Project cost and schedule estimates:

a. Contracting node. An In-house contracting node was
assumed where JPL does the mission, system, and subsystem
design and where subcontractors do the hardware detail de-
sign, fabrication, and testing. JPL then does the systern inte-
gration and testing, and manages the ODSRS peculiar orbital
assembly, test and alignment activities. This mode was deemed
appropriate due to the new technology nature of the first
ODSRS to be implemented. If required, the data is presented
In a format such that a transformation to a system contract
mode could be made.

6. hardware quantit y. For all ODSRS subsystem hardware,,
except the orbit transfer vehicle and the ground support sta-
tions, one flight unit and one PT61 unit were assumed. fhe
PTA1 unit led the flight unit by 9 months in delivery to JPL. It
was expected that PTM integration and test at JPL would
result in sonic changes being required to subsystems, and the
9-month lead time is recuired to allow implementation of
these changes without disrupting the flight system schedule.

c. Environmental test philosoplp ,. A large precision struc-
ture designed for an orbital environment cannot be completely
tested in the limitations of an earllibound gravitational field.
The bus portion, including electronics, will receive a stand-
ard vibration, shock, and STV test. The stowed configura-
tion, including Shuttle packaging and mounting, will receive
vibration and shock to Shuttle levels. Qualification of the
entire ODSRS in the deployed and assembled configuration
will be done by modeling, analysis and testing of partial assem-
blies of the structure, and antenna panels. An exhaustive sys-
tem level EMI test will be required due to the extrernR sensitiv-
ity of the ODSRS receivers.

d. AFETR operations. The ODSRS will be shipped to
AFETR in the stowed configuration, installed in Shuttle
mounting fixtures. No system testing of the ODSRS is planned
at AFETR.

e. Launch and orbital test and assembly support. System
and subsystem ground support for csscmbly, alignment and
test operations from a Shuttle assembly base will be required
from launch of the first ODSRS Shuttle payload for 60 days.

3
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This allows time for launch and orbital operations on two
Shuttle bays of ODSRS hardware and a third Shuttle contain-
ing the orbit transfer vehicle. Reduced support will also be
required for an additional 60 days to 'learn" how to operate
the ODSRS with the DSN system. At 120 days after launch
of the first Shuttle, the ODSRS will be turned over to DSN
operations for normal S/C tracking support.

3. Results. Figure I shows a top level activity schedule for
an ODSRS Project. It was assumed that ODSRS-peculiar new
technology developments defined in Section 11, New Technol.
ogy Assessment, are completed at the start of Cite launch
minus 5 year milestone "Technology Readiness Review." All
other major activity milestones are shown on this schedule,
and it can be used to determine the required Project start date
for a given launch date.

Figure 2 shows lite ODSRS subsystem activities leading to
delivery of the subsystems for system integration fit more
detail. This subsystem schedule is a composite of all subsystem
estimates and was used for defining Project level reviews and
need dates. The orbit transfer vehicle and ground support sta-
tions did not lit this schedule outline and are shown separa,ely
as Figures 3 and 4.

Tables I through 7 list all subsystems and system data used
to develop the ODSRS cost pl.n. Costs shown are in FY 78
dollars and can be inflated as appropriate to fit a given Project
start or launch year. Tables I to 7 also show an evaluation of
the uncertainty of each estimate and a description of the
source or baseline from which the estimnte was obtained.
Table 8 is a summary of the major system cost totals showing
ODSRS :mplementation costs and other project costs in
FY 78 dollars.

4. Total cost sensitivity to changes in data. The major cost
driver of the ODSRS system was the Orbiter subsystems re-
quired to maintain orbital operations. These subsystems are
similar to those required to support a flight spacecraft, and the
cost estimates for them reflect this similarity. Most of these
subsystem estimates are comparable to current spacecraft sub.
system costs, and the system total cost is not likely to decrease
significantly unless new technology developments in more
than one subsystem result in significant cost decreases. Experi-
ence with spacecraft system implementation also indicates that
these costs are not likely to decrease significantly for the quan-
tity of ODSRSs that would feasibly be built.

The biggest single element in the system iniplemm^tation
cost is for the antenna surface and associated backup struc-
ture. These items add up to $65 million which is 3070 of the
total system cost. This cost is highly sensitive to the cost of
the precision surface panels and their assembly and test. The

ODSRS system cost could probably be reduced significantly
by a new technology development that would enable the use
of a precision deployable 30•nteter antenna at 32 GI Iz.

S. We cycle cost comparisons. A comparison of Cite
ODSRS to other existing or planned systems does not result in
exactly comparable performance and operations capability.
Two Scenarios have been developed as a basis for life cycle
costing.

Scenario 1. The first scenario is a future requirement to
Increase telemetry reception capability by 6 dB for one station
by 1987, which is the earliest possible operations date for an
ODSRS. One option for meeting this requirement is to add an
ODSRS; the other option is to add one Large Advanced
Antenna System (LAAS). Both options meet the requirement,
and in addition, the ODSRS provides 24 hours per day telem-
etry coverage at 6 dB increased performance. Assuming an
inflation rate of 7% and an M&O lifetime of 10 years, the
life cycle cost comparison is shown in Table 9.

Scenario Z The second scenario is a future requirement to
receive telemetry 24 hours per day using stations located in
the territorial United States only. One option for meeting this
requirement is an ODSRS; the other option Is a network of
LAASs located in Florida, Goldstone, and Hawaii. The ODSRS
option meets the 24 hour per day telemetry requirement, but
the LAAS network does not. Note that this scenario did not
assume a network of 64 in DSN stations since they are more
costly to implement and operate than the LAAS stations.
Again, assuming an inlation rate of 7% and a 10 year M&O
lifetime, the life cycle cost comparison is shown in Table 9.

C. DSN-MOS-ODSRS Integration

The ODSRS alone could not provide all of the S/C tracking
functions now done by the ground stations of the DSN, A
major difference is that the ODSRS has no transmit capability
to a spacecraft. The ODSRS design philosophy was not to
replace the existing DSN, but to provide an option for aug.
menting the DSN to meet future requirements. Potential
future requirements include providing more available station
hours per day for S/C tracking, providing increased telemetry
performance capability, and providing 24 hour per day talem-
etry coverage without overseas stations.

1. Interfaces. The ODSRS requires interfaces with the DSN
and the MOS for telemetry, ranging, command, radiometrics,
and station keeping operations as follows:

a. S/C telemetry. The output of the ODSRS ground station
telemetry receiver would be compatible with the output of the
existing DSN ground telemetry system. It would requir• simi-
lar interfaces to the MOS as the existing DSN, with one excep.
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890	 Fig. 5	 • New technology development
for a Project start 10 or more
years in the future Iran inherent
high uncertainty.

2610
e Total cost assumes that new

technology developments
240 planned by other programs

and needed for ODSRS are
completed as planned.

1000

4740

Table 1. ODSRS PecuIIM Now TaChno"y Dewiopoiwo Cottle Eetirnates

New
Technology

Antenna Design
for R1  Rejection

Antenna Surface
and Assembly

R1  Source
Analysis

Automatic operations
technique develop-
ment

TOTAL

Project Protect
Start* Start•
-3 yr -2 yr

120

180 680

120

S00

I80	 1420

Protect
Start"	 Total	 Source of	 Uncertainty
-1 yr	 Cost*	 Estimate	 Assessment

770

1750

120

500

3140

'Costs are in  thouwnds. FY 78 dollars.

tion. The ODSRS grout,, station would be colocated with the
SFOF or any location where final data processing is done. This
would eliminate the need for GCF interfaces.

G. ODSRS station location ranging. The ODSRS concept
requires 3 simplified, widely spaced, ground stations to do
2-way ranging with the ODSRS for precise station location.
One of the stations could he colocated with the telemetry
receiving station, and the other two could be colocated with
the ;wo farthest stations of the navigation network, if iniple-
nnented. ODSRS station location ranging will have to be
used by the MOS to evaluate ODSRS effects on S/C radio-
metric data.

c. SIC command. At least one USN ground station would
be required to provide comrnarid capability to a flight Space-
craft. This would not require an interface with the ODSRS per
se, but it is a requirement for any tracking and conurnunica-
tions system that contains an ODSRS.

d. S/C racliometrics. The output of the ODSRS ground sta-
tion d ,pier and ranging systems will he compatible with the
output of the existing DSN ground stations. li  requires similar
interfaces to the MOS as the existing DSN, with one addition.
The prime interface is similar to the telemetry system; if
the ODSRS ground station is colocated with the MOS data
processing center, it requires no GCF interface. The addi-
tional new interface is required only if the ODSRS is being
used to relay 2-wav data to the Goldstone ground station
after Goldstone has set front S/C view. This would
require an additional ODSRS ground station located at Gold-
stone and an interface between its doppler and ranging out-
put arid the Goldstone radiometric data system.

e. ODSRS stationkeeping operations. Stationkeeping oper-
ations (connmand and telemetry) for the ODSRS will be con-
ducted over tine same ground antenna used for receiving S/C
telemetry and radiometric data. The electronics for this sta-
:ionkeeping are functionally separate from the existing DSN
arid MOS systems and do not require new interfaces. An opera-
tional interface to the MOS and USN Is required for planning
arid executing ODSRS tracking operations.

2. ODSRS-DSN point capability. The difference that adding
an ODSRS to the current nr a tuture DSN makes is dependent
on the DSN conligmation that exists at the time. For planning
purposes, adding one ODSRS would re3ult in the following:

(I1 It would add the capability for 24 station hours per
do,, that could be available for receiving front one or
more spacecraft, one at a time. The 2 .3 hours would be
reduced by the time required to slew between space-
craft and the ODSRS reprogramming time for a new
spacecraft.

(2) It would provide 6 dB greater telemetry date rate capa-
bility, front spacecraft equipped with a 32 GNz trans-
mitter, relative to the existing 64M. X-Band DSN.

(3) It would add the capability for 2-way tracking (by
Goldstone) of a S/C to which the 2-way round trip
light unit exceeded the length of the station pass.

(4) It would provide the data handling capability for VOIR
class data rates (-8 Mbps) from the spacecraft through
the ODSRS to the SFOF 24 hours per day without
going through the GCF.

9



TIbM 2. OOSAS Sublye,.,. H.rctw.,. and Softwa,. o.eagn, Fab, k:ltlon. and PN~Launch T.e' and Ope,a,lone COl. EMlml •• e 

SUUHC 
u.un~ h· I ""lh, h· I ""lh hO I "un~h· I ,Hlth h· 10 1;.11 01 Un~ l',I"lnl) 

Sub,) \h~1II -j ) , ) , - .1 \I · 1 H - I '. Co,t· '· ,lIm"lc A" .. ',,'II1"'111 

Slrlh.tUIC "nd J PI !.JOO 1.8H 6 .535 3.1 HI 1.110 1U,Ojl) 

'I rdlllll",,,1 CTK lib.) ~lell1 '10\1 ,ub,) ,Ielll' 

SUl'lWrI fot,,1 1.300 1.8H b .535 3.110 1.210 19.9(KI I n)!lIwcr ""ul11en~w 

IC .. hIlOlo!!.) 

Anltll"" . JPl 200 200 51U 920 400 2.140 bchH· .. ·n 19 79 
M l'~ h"nl ... ,,1 ("I K 5,240 1UOO 16.000 . 00 200 . 3.3. 0 .md PfOJ"'~ I ,1,,11 

101 .. 1 5 ... 0 11 .700 16.5 lO !.J20 bOO " ~,5IW 

Anltnn" JPl 280 180 2S0 280 2S0 I . <10 
I k~ 1f1~ .. 1 ('IK 300 1.300 3.150 ]50 0 11 .600 

10 1,,1 580 1.580 • . 030 530 2 0 I '.llU(I • 
(") 0llC IlI .... Jnd JI'I 260 1M) 310 3 II! 210 I. 150 ~ub,,) 'h'llI Lt,)W 
lOlA nOI .. c nK 1.000 1.00() • . (KK) I.IKKI 0 lo.nUH I fl)l:IIl,,'CI Ullu'llJIIIH III 
K .. • .. CI\(·1 1'0 1011 1.260 2.2tlO • . 3H1 3.310 lit) II .HI! • ,Iud) uHlIIJ" , ",hi 

1,,'JdcI II)( 111~hl 

.. ') I\t,!t· I\! .. ' 

KdJ) 'Jdll) Jltd JPL !"30 930 1.015 I , (lt1 1.015 -I .7M) SuhH }ICIIl " .,,' .. ulh\,I ,- n" 

'IJl lo n" c"'ptn~ CT R . OU 1.88U 1 .• 10 .a oo U 10 .150 I' n~lI1cc, .1"Ullh' I1\' IA 
,de\.IlIllIIIUIlIt:oI lion) 10tJI 930 8.810 8 .• 85 1.660 1.025 10.910 h " hlhllu)!~ 

1t"IIA\ "11 1 q79 
Altitude Jlld JPL 1.480 3.262 2,522 I 383 600 9.N7 .Iml 1"\lI ~·, 1 .. loll I 

JrllI ul.all"n CTR 2.055 8.325 3.580 0 0 1l .960 
'!Jill ~"I 10 1011 3.5H 11 .581 6 ,102 U83 bOO lJ.201 

l'ulACI JPL 9 18 2A 3b 1,047 1.319 . 09 1. 139 
CTR 0 10.000 J .Oi~) • . OOi) 0 19.000 

TutJ! 9 18 11.' 36 5.0H 1.129 . 09 26. 1-'9 

Computcr . ~onlhll. JI'L 0 1.859 5.33 I 2. IN 1 .• 68 IO,7H2 
It. dollJ l1Jndlllltt eTK 0 0 n " 0 

r UI .. 1 0 1.H59 5.33 I 2_1l-' 1 .• 68 10.71'11 

Orbit 1rJn~fcl JPL 0 l UI 4 .·WQ 3.38 1 310 M.11 1 
(llopuhlon CTR 0 0 1 • . 851 11.133 330 16A20 

TOloll .. 0 10 1 19.1(,6 1-1 ,61 4 .50 H .63 1 

j SIJIII)II~Cepll1~ JlJl 569 569 569 569 569 2.8<5 
propuhlOll Ci'K . ,0 1.638 1.638 l.ldK 1.638 • . 962 1 To1J I 919 UIl1 2.207 2,107 2,lU7 9.801 

JIlL 5.591 11.132 23.538 1 • . 666 6 .. 9 1 68 .U14 I UIJI \OlllpJIC .. 
rO IJI~ CTK 9 .. 05 58 .6. 3 5-1 .295 22 .921 1. 108 1-I 7.4 J1 hI Sl q .lItlO 

101.11 15.002 16.315 11 .833 31.581 8.659 1 15 ,456 l"IIIH,lte f'I)nI 

JI'l lml moot.'1 

'('Il'I~ Jfl' III Ihou~ nd~ . I-Y 78 doIlJ" _ 
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Is Table 3. Program Management, Mission Design, System Design, and Pee-launch Integration, Test, and Operations

Launch* Launch* Launch* Launch* Launch' Total Source of Uncertainty

Item -5 yr -t yr -3 yr -2 yr -1 yr Cost  Estimate Assessment

Project Mgt & Mission I nitr. 1.500 2.000 3,000 2.000 1,500 10,000 JPL cost Cost ntodei designed
model and for smaller space-

System Fngt 1,000 1,000 1,000 2.000 1,700 8,700 ratios to writ arlh ssrenttftc
hardware mission

%%sembly. mtegr.rtion. 100 100 1.0011 5,000 3,300 10.800 cost

& system test i

System test support 404, 7,000 10.000 5.000 500 22,900
support equipment

Fnvtroninental test & 500 500 2,0110 3,000 2,400 b.400
analysis program

FTIt operations & STS 500 500 Assume high
integration support —SItNt,t1110 uncertault)

Per mu for
5 rno

Total 3,500 11.700 19,000 17,000 10,100 61,300

'Costs are in thousands. FY 78 dollars.
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Table 4. ODSRS Ground Support Stations Design, Fabric at-on, Test. a i ,.d Integration Cost Eshmales }

I .Hunch*	 L•tunch•	 Launch'	 I	 unch •	Launch'	 Total	 Source of	 Uncertainty

Rein	 4 yr	 -3 yr	 -2 yr	 I yr	 + lyr	 Cost'	 FA1111llale	 A++e+sment

S)stem engineering, nuegr.rtton	 120	 120	 120	 180	 60	 6181
.And docurnentitron

Soltss,rre	 60	 150	 ISO	 140	 0	 500
Study

S/X /Ku Hind 5 in	 150	 150	 300	 team

Antennas 43 eachi	 r+smites

Antenna pointing sys. 0 each) 	 150	 ISO	 300

Antenna structure & electronics	 300	 300	 600
housing (3 each)

Redundant S and X Hind 600 600 1.200 Derived
receivers t3 tachl front

ratios of
Redunda.It telemetry channels 961) 960 !,920 current
13 ea+ll) llirdNare

rust
Redundant Ku Hand I5(1 ISO 300
receivers ( I earth)

Redundant doppler extractor 75 75 150
I I each l

Redundant ringing channel. 400 400 800
44 each)

Redundant S/X Hind 200 200 400 No close desi g n to
exciter & smir compare to

"Ni%iauon Net-
Redundant command 100 100 200 work" is clo%cst,
modulator their estimate is

`5100)(1,000
N -wave hardware 150 1 511 300 for 3 stations

Total	 180 3,505 3,505	 320 60	 7,570

'Costs are is thousand+. FY 78 dollars

t Include% I station to receive SX telemetry, control ODSRS

I

I

and range with ODSRS, plus 2 stations to range with OL`SRS.

12
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Table S. Space Shuttle and Shuttle P.elated Orbital Operations Cost Estimates for ODSRS Launch, Assembly and Test

It

Item Cost Source of I- % I11twic L ncertauny Asscssrllcnt

3 Space Shuttle laun:hr' at 60 Currently advertised Shuttle cost. Very h4h uncertainty in orbital

2t1MS ca:h operations cost due to lack of data

Mt da) s of on-orb11 .1,"9111'1) Is e	 Defiled operations . kw not
JIM lest using the Shuttle is available
Not ► PIA1011111A	 time .100 1110/
day 1. a	 Current estimates rtnt uP to

:350.111NI pet day for coniPlcs
operations

TOTAL 78

•Costs ate nI nnlhons of Fl 78 dollars

Table 6. Post-Launch OOSRS Ground Operations Cost Estimates to Support Orbital Assembly, Test. Alignment. and Integration

Item	 Cost'	 Source of Estimate 	 Uncertainly Assessment

1211 days of operations support 	 I6N11	 `n MY at $611,111111 Pit %IN 	 Ver> high Im:ritainty in orbital
24 hours per day assume	 operations cost due to lack of data
aserage'taff of 20 per%ons at
CJr (11 based operations Ias 1111).

'Costs are in thourinds of FY 78 dollars.

Table 7. ODSRS Ground Stations and Control Center 111180 Cost Estimate Starting at Launch Plus 120 days

Cost •
Source of	 Uncertauu)

Estimate	 Assessment

Study learn

Per
Ilan	 Year

Annual maintenance and replacement	 373
cost for ground-.tritons, assumed

at 5 1 . of cipit.0 cost.

ODSRS control :enter staffing ' 4 Person- 	 360

shifts per day

TOTAL	 735

*Costs are in thousands, FY 78 dollar,

(I MN Per )Car at $0.000	 Assumes autoinitii station operations
concept

Likely a minimum. assumes no surprises

13



Item

Prol"t Slart,

%h,ion and .) stem deign.
integration. test UllewtWrit

and project nigint

Orbiter harduare cnymecmi^.
dc%i,!n. tabtiration, test, and
operations
• Itela) I ink
• station keepnrt:

MARS ground station

cnfuiccrinf, dc%irii. t'abnc.r
tion. is%t and f wralion,

hnplementatwn

sub-total rust

Table 8 ODSRS Conceptual Design Cost Summary

	

Launch'	 Launch'	 Launch'	 launch'	 Laurts•h'	 Launch'	 7 of Iniplement.ruon

	

-5 yr	 -I )r	 -3 yr	 -2 )'r	 -1 )r	 +Ill yrs	 Total'	 (,ost lotal

Liuncbr

	

3,SOIt	 11,70(1	 NAM	 17.0w	 I(I,100	 1.680	 62.980	 24

15.002	 76.274 58,561

7,745	 35.945 29.It12
7,257	 411,314 19,463

I S0 3,305

18.S01
	

88,154	 81.072	 43.478

Other UDSRS Related Cwa%

tlickins 3 yr prior to project startI\, H technoloF) desclopnient

shuttle and orhnal
operations

Orbit tran%tcr vehic0l)

Other Subtotal Cost

NASA Total Cost

•('osts are in thousand , I Y 78 dollars.

111 I roni t.ihle '
111 hoc% not include orbit transfer schicle

22,973

5.990
16,983

3.505

8,1W9 180.825 70,.

1.603 WAS 31'';
6.406 IOt1,440 39`

320 /.; 	 14,910 6':

1MA24 9,090	 15K,72S 12) 100'',

4,740 Ni A

7NANi N/A

34,631 \

117,371 NiA

376.196 N/A

Table 9. ODSRS Life Cycle Cost Comparison

10 N 
Implementation Cost* %1&0

— --- 1988- Total
Iran	 1983 1484 1485 1486 1987 1997• Cost•

Scenario 1
UhSRS	 25.950 132,193 130.184 74,703 13,881 20,095 417.108
LAAS(l)	4,186 15.740 17,596 20.094 3,072 25,630 86.318

i	 Scenario 2
ODSRS	 25.950 131,245 130.184 74,703 33.881 211.095 417,108

I_
	 LAASt l)	 12.558 47,220 52.788 60,282 9,216 76,890 258,954

*Costs arc in 	 real vear dollars.

-- -
—	 -_

--

i I i From Large Aperture Antenna System Study 	 Report, intlited at 7'',

t	
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II. New Technology Assessment

A major goal of the ODSR-S study was to determine what
new technology developments would be required to support
ail launch in the post-1 1W time period. Since sonic
developments are expected to require lung lead times, it is
important to identify them at this time. This section presents a
description of the technology development requirements iden-
tified for the ODSRS and a plan for the implementation of
these developments.

A. Approach

During the ODSRS study, each system and subsystem
design concept was reviewed for technology requirements.
New technology requirements were restricted to those which
the study team determined were feasible for the 1985 time
period. For each area that required new technology, a technol-
ogy development requirement was written. These requirements
included:

( I ) The technology required by the ODSRS

(2) The current state of the technology

(3) Work currently planned or expected for this technology

(4) Additional developmen; required to be ready for an
ODSRS Project

(5) A ranking of the importance of that technology to an
ODSRS

For each technology that required additional new technol•
ogy development to enable an ODSRS, a technology d,velop-
ment plan was written. These plans include a more detailed
discussion of the technology deve;opment ind an estimated
schedule and cost plan. Note that the schedule and cost plans
were developed with sonic judgement as to a likely level of
effort that would he supported, and the assumption that the
ODSRS would not be a new Project start until at least the
1985 time frame. 11 needed, the technology availability could
he speeded up with the addition of more money earlier.

B. New Technology Requirements
Table 10 shows the new technology requirements that were

determined for the ODSRS system. They are listed in rank
order of importance to the enabletnent of an ODSRS and are
also categmized. The three categories are more important to
note than the numerical ranking. For example, everything in
Category A requires new technology to enable the ODSRS,
and no other program is expected to develop this technology,
so whether they are ranked first or third is relatively
uniniportant.

Category A. New technology is required to enable an
ODSRS. It is unlikely that other programs or applications will
require or support this development.

Category R. New technology is required to enable an
ODSRS. Other programs and applications have closely related

15
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Y A

YL 

A

Subs) slew
rechnology

Area

%ntenna -
RFI control

OUSRS Requirement

e Antenna design to
rgcct RI I from
the earth and
orbital sources.

Antenna sur- a Antenna must be
face and	 assembled, aligned
assembly	 and tested in orbit

using the shuttle
as an assembly
platform.

• Assembly of an-
tenna on earth and
in orbit must be
repeatable to
0.2 mm.

e Antenna surface
must be stable to
0.2 mm over all
operating thermal
gradients,

e The materials used
must havc a 10 yr.
unattended life-
tune.

R  source
.analysis

e POIC11111A sound
of R F I need to be
analyzed to deter-
mine their effect
on OUSRS bent
pipe link perfor-
mance.

Automatic	 a Techniques for
operations	 automatic opera-
for OUSRS.	 !ion of the OUSRS

while tracking a
spacecraft need
to be developed
and demonstrated.

Tabl• 10. OOSRS New Technology Requoement Categories

Development in Process
Current Capability
	

or Expected

e offset feed antenna designs	 e 1PL has study effort on
currently being developed

	
offset teed..

hasc potential for reducing
sidelobes oser a hemisphere

	
e An analytical ap,lrlach

of the antenna.	 to %lacl-ling to reduce
antenna sidelobes casts

e Antenna shielding tech-	 for synunctrical feet:
nology is being in%estigated. 	 antennas.

e %n adequate capability for
R I I refection by antenna
design does not exist.

e No space qualified antenna
design em%i% that meets
OUSRS requirements for
orbital j-.wnlbly.

e No technique exists for
aligning and testing a 28 m
32-GIIz antenna In orbit
Current techniques for
Large antennas on earth
are too ante consuming and
cornples to be used in orbit

Additional Development
for OUSRS

e A new technology program
is needed to develop
antenna design technique%
for reduced and controlled
aide lobes

e A new technology ptogrann
	

A	 2
is needed to develop a
mechanical design that meets
the requirements of the
OUSRS for orbital assembly,
alignment, testing, repeat-
ability, thermal stability.
and lifetime.

• Or. Leighton Wal Tech)
his deronstrated a
smaller antenna with sur-
face tolerances and assem-
bly repeatabilitl ion earth)
that meet OUSRS require-
ments

a Systems to make preci-
sion alignment measure-
ments, such as laser range-
finders, are being dcvcl-
oped. It is ca{xctcd that
this technology will meet
OUSRS needs by 1985.

e A deployable backup
structure will likely be
developed b% ODSRS
need date and can be
adapted to OUSRS appli-
cation.

9 None significant

e Sonic for ground stations.

e None significant

• None directly related
to OUSRS.

• A new program is
needed for obtaining and
analyzing data on Rl
sources that Illay affect
low noise orbiting receivers.

e A new technology p-ograin
is needed to develop , , uto-
matic operations ;ccl.nique%
for OUSRS.

A 3

A a

16
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Table 10 (corned)

Subsystem/
Technology Development in Prucess Additional Development ='

At" ODSRS Requiternent Current Capabdity or Expected fog ODSRS u

Low noise a Space qualified • Design of rnt.rowave com- is S and X to 25 (;Hz upcon- • Program could be accelera- B	 i
cryogenic 3: GHr masers, portents and masers for open serters are being devel- ted 2-3 y: w:lh more doll in
recover Sand X to 32 GHr ator maintained ground oped for ground applica- now

upconverters, equipment n current (ions
microwave com- state of art. *An engineering development
ponents • Current program plans of space qualified receiver

should meet OUSKS components in a cryogenic
e 10yr unattended requirements by -1985 call) cooled package will

operation he needed

( r)ogemc 0Space qualified a F.arlh based cryogenic • An effort is in process An engineering develop- B	 S
refngeratof cryogenic retir refrigerators arc reliable for space qualitied cryo- inent will he required to

gerator. with opetalor maintenince genic refrigerators that apply the 1985 expected
are planned to meet dc%ign to ODSRS

• 10 yr unattended ODSRS requirements
operation by -14145 • Program could be accelera-

red 2-3 yr with more
•Capacity to cool dollars now.

two masers

Power • Space qualified • Prototype I kW completed • 1 -2 kW KIPS for ground • An engineering develop- B	 6
5 5 k11. 100 11t 1000 hr test	 (KIPS) demonstration - 7 yr ment program is required
dut) cycle lifetime. to resite the KIPS to

5.5 kW.
• 10 yr unattended • KIPS shuttle flight test

operation planned before ODSRS
need date

%intude a Closed loop • Attitude control electronics • "AMFL" reaction wheels a An engineering develop- H
, ontrul (monopulse) point- is current state-of-art. will meet ODSRS per- ment program required

ing to 0 002 deg fortnime requirements to quald) t hese compo-
for continuous in near future. nents for 10 yr lifetime
tracking.

•"URIRU 11" gyro will
• Open loop point- meet ODSRS performance

ing to 0.02 deg requirements in 1979.
for acquisition

• "Stellar" star tracker
• Space qualified. will meet ODSRS per

10 yr Itte'tlme forinan.e requirements
by 1983.

Low noise • Low loss to mini- • Design of indisidual element, • S/X hand low noise feed- • An engineering development B	 8
monopulse mite noise temper- is current technolug) . intr- horn for earth stations program is required to
teed %) stern azure degradation. gration into system it) meet being tested at Gctd- develop a low loss, high per-

ODSRS requirements is stone. Will he expanded formance, space qualified,
• Able to point needed. to K U band. feed systern and multifre-

ODSRS to quency feedhorn with a
0 M2 deg 10 yr lifelllnC

• Space qualified.
10 y t unattended
operations.

17
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Subs) stem/
T e.h nolotly

Area	 ODSRS Rcquuenlcnt

Prelaunch • Adequate demon-
s) dent tc%t stration of antenna
and s erllr.J- and .tructure rc-
non spume to orbital

en.uoninent prior
to launch

w Analysis and test
to serif) altitude
control Interaction
w nh large, non-
ngid structure.

Tabl* 10 (contd)

I l -%clopnlent In r'ro.ess

	Current l'apandity	 or 1 vpckled

	

• hnvironmentrl test for 	 a 1 nsuonmental test for
smaller structures etisls.	 large structures is part

of LSSI program.
• %nal) sis tes hniques for

attitude control interaction
	

• Anal) sus te.Itniques for
exist but arc not demonstra- 	 Urge structures is part
ted tin large structures. 	 of LSST program.

Additional lki,clopnlent
for ODSKS

o An engineerinjt development
w dl he required to apple
Irr'e structure anal sis and
test lcchmgues hl the ODSRS.

I'... i,ion	 00I)SRS range
	 •%3 M.	 • work III proc ess e\peered • None. it proposed program

	
Ii	 Ill

ranging	 known to I in from	 t " yield I Ill in leaf	 I. Implemented
s) stem	 earth center in	 lture.

3 a-,es Inquires
s) stem accuracy	 • Proposed plan for 10 cm
of -,I0 c nl to te.	 ranging development
solve ODSRS
	

program h being worked
positlon to 1 m).	 now

Orbit trans	 • 1 ran%lcr 8448 kg
fee selucle	 structure from
for 11 O to	 1711 kil l orbit to
Gto boost.	 36.000 kill orbit

Mnh plane change
from 28.5 deg to
0 deg. Accelera.
tion not to
e%cced 0.2 g.

Precision	 • .A prechion de-
dcplu)able	 plo)able antenna

amenna	 at 32 GNz and
28 nl would % 11-

piffy  the ODSRS
in orbit assembly

and test.

• ',one. • It ise%pc.ted that an
OTV meeting ODSRS
requirements uill he
needed h) morn large

space ,lructur % and
Ihit a general :lass OTV
will he deselolkd for

thu application.

	

• K-bind deploy able antennas	 • Several sendors are

	

are demonstrated at smaller	 working on high tre-

	

sites and lower frequencies.	 quency deployable
technology.

• None, an a ^,i%tmg OI V In
the 1985 time trams ulll
he adapted h) ODSRS.

• If orbital .assembly and levt
of erec t able ODSRS
becomes a major prob.:m,
development of a deploy-
able Fria) he required.

It	 t t

C	 12

requirements and are planning to complete the new technol-
ogy development tit little for an ODSRS Project. The ODSRS
Project will have to provide the engineering development
necessary to use this new technology for their application.

Calegury C. No new technology is required to enable :111
(A)SIRS, but new technology .;ould enhance the ODSRS
Project.

Table I I shows the nett technology that t, tequned by sys-
tem, thdt interface with the ODSRS to enable them to use the
maximun; ODSRS performance capabilities.

C. New Technology Development Plans

This section describes the schedule and cost plans for devel-
opment of ODSRS new technology. Only new lechnoiogies
that require additional work beyond currently planned pro-
grains tit order to enable an ODSRS will he discussed. It was
a„litlled (flat engnx• eiing developments fur the ODSRS to use
new technology that is expected to he developed by other

programs in time for ODSRS wunld he a part of an ODSRS
Proiect subsystem design activity. Note (hat t l ' silese new tech-
nology developments are nut completed by other programs.
the ODSRS will need to plan to support them.
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I.
Table I t ODSRS Petaled Technology Requnert ►•nti'

Ik• %clopmenI AJJltlon.l
subs)menl ILinned or Ik%clopnlcni

(ethnology Alc.1 Rcquurment Cuncnl (.111.1hlht) 1 % lick led Rcquircd \..Ie.

• 2(;fit tun%mmcr •	 K .% h.nJ..10 N •	 \.. %p.cr qurhrleJ •	 1 wo %cnJ0t%441 •	 A nl.1lor progr.1m RequiteJ h) a %p.:e
tat sp.1. ►.t .It tr.1n.mltter on I NIA lot oilier 1 lc ioI hrvc IN 11. will be requucJ —if t ho uw ODSkS
using ODSKS %p.:c:rAft it 32 Gfit ind tar ground b iwd to Jc%lgn Anil m.1%1mum pcitorrn.nce

20% .1pph. Ilion% 01.41 .p.11 a qu.11f) KA
.1re .la.c to ODSKS NnJ I N I % jn.t
ltrquem) And I.rover lupplrc•
poker requirements
4nd orc genemill)

the %r111e.1. Ilight
h.1rd %N.re

•	 VtltuJe:on- •	 OI•en loop •	 - 0.3' to 04' •	 De%clopinent •	 None, if •	 I urther J"clopment
trot for %pr:c- pointing of IGAIlleol pl.1nned should dewlopment..1re will he reuuneJ to
:rift using vpa:crr.fl pru%lJc Ie:hnol- :unrpleted %I•.1:e:r.111
ODSKS .1rtenei to oft) re.ldme- h)
Iaswnlc% - t	 it 0 07 Je tt 19%3 for 3 ays
S/C Antenn..1t %I ibrhied sp wc-
12Wit) :rat

I. Rl-I control. RFI has been idenufled as the most %ellous

;xotenuJl problem of the ODSRS. life ODSRS %%it! have an

extrcmlely wilsmlve receiver. designed to teceive weak signals

from Jeep space probes if ranges of hundreds tit nn imis 0
kilunlrteis. Even extremely low level RI-I ilmi wcald not
affect a typical orbiting receiver could cause serous rrlterfer-

ce with ill It is necessity to design the ODSRS to
rvlect all electrical signals except those frrom the target Space-

craft. A mayor factor in this rejection will he ied,lc(irm of the

sidelube structure of the ODSRS intend.. Iii patrlcular, slip•

port strut Scattering present in synunetlicalh red antennas

must he ehmunated. The teclnlulo* of of fm i teed, uuhlocked,

gtmsicas%4nam JIIIeimis I% rapidll de%'eloping 1 R ets. 1. 2) 31"i

appears adaplable to the OPSRS application. Fuither, the
technology of using shielding to reduce sidelobe lev_Is is
being developed IRef. 3) and apixars promising. A major
deficiency is all approach to determining tmWa-
mcntal limitations as sidelube suppression and the design of
antennas for RFI rejection in general. A new technology
program tier antenna design for RFI rejection would include:

• Investir. lion Of fundamental limitations on sidelube
cont rol.

• De%eluping design techniques tM sidelube reduction.

• Fabrication and test ill J model "teduced sldelobe - ante-
nna to demonstrate analvlical techniques.

The schedule and cost estimme fOr this effOrt is shown in
Figure S.

2. Antenna .mface and .tru.,ture. Another potenllal major
problem lot the ODSRS is the orhnal asselllhl%. ahEmlllcnl.
nod checkout of a precis, it suil.r:e. I'hls plocess
takes %seeks lOr a DSN' amen la un earth and tries mechanical

ilignment turns and techniques that would probably he

impractical tit The ODSRS assembly in olblt must he

Iepeatable to N1thm 0. 2 mill of It. total as%cmbl^ On cJrth, and

111e %tlllace 111tist he slable to 0.2 111111 over all thermal gradienti.

,Ind orbital opewting conditions. It is eylected that %011ie
Inc:hanlcal alignment will he necessary dining assembly ill
Olhlt 10 obtain the required surface accutao - althoug!, the
design goal Is tO achieve adequate Orbital asselnhl, ICIV.11
ahlltty %%uhout alignment. The ODSRS Surface and sructute
materials roust Iasi (i ►r 10 years In gcosynchlonous Orbit.

It IS JSSllt11Cd Ihal J de-1 11010-Able nJckup structure that inceis
ODSRS reiltmement. %%Ill he develoled by the OMRS need

date, and that it can he adapted to the ODSRS Jpphc:,ru ►ns. It
I% also a%%Wlled thit J mccllallical alignment wChnikille, Such as

laser tangel'inders, well he developed and :all he aptlhed to the
ODSRS Jllgillllent I)IO eY,

the Surlace panel concept chOsetl IM the ODSRS is %IlnlL!1

to the design demonstrated on a Smaller Jnt.m is tot emih

applications h} DI. Leighton Of ('J MAL Fur the ODSRS. the

rellecti.+e paneis are a 111111 graphite composite sheet Suppulted

by multiple Ilemmes to a hackup Structure. A new technolog%

program fill the ODSRS would Include

• Thetnl.il design Of letlect1w sultace panels to nlJUlt.nn

0.2 111111  Stahllrty rivet ,111 operJUng:•undrtlunS.
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• Mechanical design of re flective curt ice panels for 0.13
mm ntanuta:tunng tolerances.

• Mechanical design of reflective surface panels for repeat.
ahility of 0.2 mm assernMy tolerance using the Shuttle
KMS with an appnepnate end tool. This includes design
of the erd tool.

• Development of an automatic, mechanical alignment
checking and realignment technique using it 	 range-
finder leer other available device ► driving a computer
that drives the RMS end tool.

• Fabrication and test of engineering model structure and
surface panels, RMS end tool, and mechanical alignment
system.

The schedule and cast estimate for this new technology is
shown iri Figure S.

3. RFl source analysis. A major unknown in the ODSRS
conceptual design is what the orbital RFI environment wall

really be. Some simplified examples show that a pit-blem
could he caused by many RFI sources. A study of the effects
of an RFI source on the ODSRS requires a definition of the
characteristics of that RFI source. The problem is that no
compreh ,nsive study of RFI sources and defin.tion of the RFI
environment around ► he ODSRS exists. The development
of this and its use for the ODSRS wculd include the
following:

• Analysis of the ODSRS system to define the charac-
tenstics of RFI that c:ouid affect its operation.

• Comprehensive analvsis of RFI sources (including earth-
bound, orbital, classified and foreign) and definition of
their cha tact eristi: s.

The estimated cost "rid schedule for this RFI study prograrr. is
shown in Figure S. These costs and schedules are for new tech-
nology developments that are not expected to be completed
ny other users in t; nie fo. an ODSRS program. It is assunied
that an ODSRS Project would not be a new start before 1985.
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